What time is it?

- Twenty-six minutes to seven
- Twenty-six minutes to six
- Nineteen minutes to six
- Eighteen minutes to seven
- Eighteen minutes to six
- Eighteen minutes after six
- Ten minutes after four
- Twelve minutes after four
- Seven minutes after four
- Twenty-two minutes to six
- Twenty-two minutes to seven
- Twenty-two minutes after six
- Six minutes to twelve
- Four minutes to twelve
- Four minutes after twelve
- Thirteen minutes after five
- Thirteen minutes to four
- Thirteen minutes to five
- One minute after two
- One minute after one
- One minute to two
- Fourteen minutes to five
- Fourteen minutes after five
- Fourteen minutes after six
- Seventeen minutes to twelve
- Seventeen minutes after eleven
- Thirty-four minutes to eleven
Telling Time

What time is it?
- twenty-six minutes to seven
- twenty-six minutes to six
- nineteen minutes to six

What time is it?
- eighteen minutes to seven
- eighteen minutes to six
- eighteen minutes after six

What time is it?
- ten minutes after four
- twelve minutes after four
- seven minutes after four

What time is it?
- twenty-two minutes to six
- twenty-two minutes to seven
- twenty-two minutes after six

What time is it?
- six minutes to twelve
- four minutes to twelve
- four minutes after twelve

What time is it?
- thirteen minutes after five
- thirteen minutes to four
- thirteen minutes to five

What time is it?
- one minute after two
- one minute after one
- one minute to two

What time is it?
- fourteen minutes to five
- fourteen minutes after five
- fourteen minutes after six

What time is it?
- seventeen minutes to twelve
- seventeen minutes after eleven
- thirty-four minutes to eleven

Nearest minute